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Let X be a metric continuum, p : C(X) + [O, I] a Whitney map with C(X) the hyperspace of 
subcontinua of X, and ili(X)=(order arcs arlcr(O)~ CL-‘([s, t]) and a(l) ={X)}. In this paper, 
we study the relationships between the Whitney intervals p -‘([s, t]) and the order arc spaces 
:1:(X). We give applications to Whitney properties and obtain some shape and homotopy results 
about Whitney levels. 
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ntroduc 
Throughout this paper 
the hyperspace of all nonempty subcontinua of with the topology determ 
by the Hausdorff metri 
~({x}) = 0 for each x E 
maps may always be 
subcontinua in C(X) [8], and are called 
is a Whitney property provided whenever has property P, each 
has property P. Whitney levels and 
number of mathemati 
different. Our approa 
have only recently be 
for every 
ua=u 
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by defining a(t) to be the unique K ear such that fk(K)=(l- t) l p( 
t. p(U CY), Let T(X)c C(C(X)) be the space of all order arcs in C(X) together 
with all degenerate lements { E C( X ). For simplicity of no 
let d denote the metrics for each of X, C(X), and C(C( X)). For eat 
let A:(X) = {ar E I’(X)~~(O)E~-‘([S, t]) and a(l) = (X)} and let A#( 
In the event that there is no confusion as to which space X we are cons 
will simply write A: for A:(X) and A, for A,(X). Notice that for 0~ s s 
exists an t E [0, l] such that the evaluation map er : A, =+ g-‘(t) defined by er(ar) = 
a(r) is both monotone and onto. will v-rite e for eO: A, + g?(s). We will 
the spaces A’, and A, the most useful in the study of Whitney levels. 
elley was the first to use order arc spaces to study hyperspaces when he showed 
C(X) is the continuous image of the cone over the Cantor set [ 121. The only other 
applications can be found in [6,14, I5]. In [6], Curtis characterized hyperspace 
contractibility in terms of A, and the evaluation map e0 = e : AO+ X. In [ 143 and 
[IS], the author obtained some results concerning Whitney levels and itney 
properties and this paper is a continuation of those studies. 
In Section 3, we prove that many topological properties are shared by the spaces 
A i and the Whitney intervals p -I@, t]), and obtain as corollaries ral well-known 
results about Whitney properties. Furthermore, if X and Y are continua, we 
prove that X and Y are homotopically equivalent if and only if A,(X) and A,( Y) 
are homeomorphic. In Section 4, we show that the evaluation map e : A : + p-‘([s, t]) 
is a shape equivalence and use this to show that p-‘(t) and cl-‘([ s, t]) have the 
same shape [ 111. This, in turn, implies C(X) has trivial shape [ 131. The remainder 
of the section is devoted to the homotopy relationships between A: and p-‘( [s, i jj 
and several results concerning the contractibility of p-‘(t) are obtained. 
2. Preliminaries 
Many of the results in Sections 3 and 4 utilize a few basic techniques which we 
find convenient o introduce here. We begin with an operation which allows us to 
*‘attach” certain elements of r(X) to form a new order arc. Suppose cy, p E r(X) 
and for some t e [0, 11, p(O) c a( 1 - t). Define 
If CR, p E A, and (Y(O) = p(O), then the attaching operation v, defines a homotopy 
between Q! and p with mop = Q! and av,p = p. More generally, suppose q, . l . , (Y, E 
T(X), and q(0) = l l l = a,(O). Define 
v ’ l w(a,(l-t&J= - l VN,_,[l-t,_,)uCY,(S)~06Sd1}, 
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where tiE[O, 11 for i=l,2,..., n. We will use each of these attaching operations 
in the following sections. 
Let f:[O,I]+C(X) be a map and define h(t)=l_J,,,f(s). Then, ( 
h([O, I])} defines an order arc q which we call the order arc induced by J 
that n q= q(O) ={f(O)} and U q-= q-(l) ={U,,,,J(s)}. f also induces a 
uous family of order arcs {a(J t)l t E [0, 11) as follows: For t E [O, 11, let h,(s) = 
.__, f(( 1 - r) l t). {K 1 K E h,([O, 1))) defines an order arc which we denote by 
at(f, t). We have n CY(~, t)= 4.K OW =f<t) and U 4.L t) = BUS, t)(l) ===Uc~JW 
er arc starting at f ( t ) and endin at {f([O, t])) (hence, we may 
y order arc starti 
The induced order arcs which we will find particularly useful are those de~ned 
by convex growth when X is a Peano continuum and, more gene 
contraction of C(X) when C(X) is contractible. Sup 
tinuum and is a convex metric (such a metric al 
E C(X), the function c: M : [0, l] + C(X) defined by 
a map and we call q.,, the order arc induced by c 
assume that cu,,(I)={X} for each A&C(X). If w 
then c^ is an embedding and e l c^ = idi,,,). Now suppos 
and let h : C(X) x 
connected, we may assume h( 
10, II+ CVO by &M 0 
in the sense that i( M, I,) Furthermore, for each 
ff(M, +:[O, l]+C(X) is 
aM which we call the orde 
by H(M) = ~MM, 
3. Some : an 
We will now prove a number of results which show how the spaces A: and 
p-‘([s, t]) are related and obtain several well-known results about itney levels 
and Whitney properties. The main results of this section are: 
heorem. If either p-‘([ s, t]) or Ai has one of the following properties, then so 
does the other: 
(a) path connected; 
(b) locally path connected ; 
(c) hereditarily indecomposable; 
(d) pseudo-arc; 
(e) n-connected ; 
(f) ANR; 
(a) AR. 
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heorem. Let X and Y be ANR continua. Then, X and Y are homotopically 
equivalen: if and only if AO( X) and A,( Y) are homeomorphic. 
roof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose Ai has any one of the properties (a) throug 
Since the evaluation map e : Ai + p-‘([s, t]) defined by e(Ly ) = a(O) is a closed map, 
it preserves properties (a) and (b). e is also monotone, and Bing [2] has shown that 
monotone maps preserve properties (c) and (d). Conversely, suppose p-‘( [s, t]) is 
path connected and let p, y E A:. Letf: [0, 1] + /1.-‘([s, t]) be a map withf(0) = p(O) 
andf(l)=y(O). Define g:[O, l]+A: by 
where (r(f, s) is the continuous family of order arcs induced by J Note 
that g(O) = 4.6 O)u,P =P, g(i) = 4.L l)vd = bd.fi ~)~OP)v~oy, and g(1) = 
(a(f, l)vO~)vl y = 7. Since g is continuous, A: is path connected and this completes 
the proof of (a). If p-‘([s, t]) is locally path connected, then by choosing /3, y E A: 
sufficiently close, it follows that /3(O) and y( 0) are close. Hence, the map f : [0, l] + 
p-‘( [ s, t]) above may be chosen to have small diameter and so g will have small 
diameter. It follows that Ai is locally path connected and this completes the proof 
of (b). Suppose &([ s, t]) has property (c) or (d). We will show A f does also by 
showing that if p-‘([ s, t]) is hereditarily indecomposable, then e : A: + p-‘( [ s, t]) 
is one to one and hence, a homeomorphism. Let p, y E Ai and e(P) = p(O) = y(O) = 
e(y). We must show p(r) = y(r) for each r E [0, 11. Suppose this is false. Then, there 
is an r such that /I(r) f y(r). Since /3(r) and y(r) belong to the same Whitney level, 
P(r)Gy(r) and y(r)$P(r). Let z=~(~(O))=~(y(O)) and define &= 
{KE~-‘(z)(K~P(r)}and~,={M~~-‘(z)1MCy(r)}.Then,~~and~,arecon- 
netted subsets of p-‘([s, t]) and ZP n Z, # @ (both contain p(O) = y(0)). Hence, 
since p-‘( [s, t]) is hereditarily indecomposable, J& c 2, or Xv c & But, this is 
im-oscible since /3(r) $ y(r) and y(r) $ p(r) implies there exists x E p(r) - y(r) and 
ye y(r)+(r). Hence, there exists K E&, ME& with XEK, y~A4 so K&X,, 
ME &. This contradiction shows p(r) = y(r) for all r E [0, l] so e is one to one 
and a homeomorphism. This completes the proof of properties (c) and (d), and 
therefore, (a) through (d). We now prove (e). Suppose Ai is n-connected and let 
f: S” + p-‘([s, t]) be a map where S” = {x c R’*+’ 1 l[xll= 1). We must show f has an 
extension to B”+’ = {x E R”+’ 1 llxll s 1). S’ tnce E.c_‘( [s, 11) is n-connected [ 123, f has 
an extension f*: I#“+’ 3 p-’ ([s, 13). For each SE S”, define h,:[O, l]+p-‘([s, 1)) 
by k(r) =U,,,f*((l -z) l s). {K I K E h,([O, 11)) defines an order arc q*(s) with 
q&)(O) =f*(s) =f(s). We may assume that q*(s)(l) = {X} for each s E S” since 
we may attach an order arc from f*(O) to {X} to each q*(s). Define g : S” + A i by 
g(s) = q+(s). Since A: is n-connected by assumption, g has an extension g* : I#“+’ + 
Ai. Since esg:S” +$([s, t]) satisfies en g =_f; we have that e* gl,nl =f so 
e. g# : g1+! 
+ p?([s, f]> is th d e &red extension 0fjI Conversely, suppose j_- ‘([s, t]) 
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is n-connected and let f: S” + A: be a map. Then, e l f: S” + cC_‘( [s, t]) has 
an extension (e l f )*: IS”+’ + p-‘([s, t]). Define 6 : B”+’ x [0, I]+ p-‘([s, 11) by 
h(6,r)=UZ,,(e*f)*((l-z)*b). Note that h(s,O)=(e*f)*(s)=e*f(s) for each 
s E S”. Again, we may assume h( 6,l) = {X} for each 6 E B’*+‘. Denote the order arcs 
{K 1 K E h( t, [0, 11)) by cyb and define g : B’*+’ + Ai by g( 6) = CQ,. Since e. g(s) = 
e l f(s), f and gl,pI are homotopic via the attaching operation, i.e., define H : S” x 
[0, l]+ A: by H(s, r) =f(s)o,g(s). Then, H(s, 0) =f(s) and H(s, 1) = g(s). Finally, 
we define the desired extension f * : IS”+’ + A: off by 
if 0s I]6l( 6 $, 
,2-Z l IIbll), if !< \16ll c 1. 
For SE S”, f *(s) = H(s, 0) =f(s) and if jl6jj =$, then f “(6) = g(2 l 6) = H(2 9 6,l). 
Hence, A: is n-connected and this completes the proof of (e). 
To prove (f), suppose A: is an ANR. Define E:Aix[0,1]+1_~-‘([s, 11) by 
E(a, r) = a(r). Since E is a closed map, p-‘([s, 11) is locally connected and, by 
1.4 of [ 131, it is an AR and hence, contractible. Let g : p-‘( [ s, t]) + A : be the 
embedding induced by contraction (see Section 2). Let Y be a metric space, A c Y 
closed, and f: A + p-‘([s, t]) a map. Then, (g l f) : A + A : has an extension 
(g*f)*:U+A:whereAc Uisopenin YItisclearthate*(g=f)*:U+~-‘([sJ]) 
1s the desired extension of f since e l (g . f )*ln = e l (g l f) =f: Thus, I.C-‘([s, l]) is 
an ANR. Before proving the converse, we need the following lemma: 
3.3. mma. If p-‘([s, t]) is locally connected, then T(p-‘([s, 11)) = 
{a, E T(X) 1 a(O) E p-‘([s, 1])} is an AR. 
roof. We have already shown that if ~_t-‘([s, f]) is locally connected then so is 
&([s, 11). Clearly, this implies r( p-‘( [s, 11)) is locally connected so 
C(UK’([s, II))) is an AR. We can use the same argument as in Lemma 3.3 of [9] 
to show r(p-‘([s, I])) ’ h IS omeomorphic to a retract of C(Q.-‘([s, 11))) and is an 
AR. This proves the lemma. 0 
Now suppose @‘([s, l]) is an ANR. There exists an open set U 3 p-‘( [ s, t]) 
and a retraction r: U+p-‘([s, t]). Define g:(Ux{O, l})v(~-‘([s, l])x[O, l])+ 
p-‘([s,l]) by g(K,O)=K, g(K,lJ=r(K) for all KEU and g(K,z)= for 
all (K, Z)E p-‘([s, t]) x[O, 11. Since p-‘([s, I]) is an AR and (U x(0, 1))~ 
W’(b, tl) x CO, 11) is closed in U x [0, 11, g has an extension g* : U x [O, l] + 
p-‘([s, 11). For each K E U, {g*(K, z)lO 6 zs 1) is a path in p-‘([s, l]) from 
g*(K, 0) = K to g*( K, 1) = r(K) and so it induces an order arc (Y& 
LY~*( K)(O)= r(K) and (YR*( K)( 1) 1 K (this is similar to the construction in Section 
2). Let 0 ={p E &k-‘([s, l]))(p(O) E U}. 0 is open in &?([s, 11)) and so is 
an ANR. We will define a retraction R:O+A;. et h :p_‘([s, I])-+ 
{/3 E r(p-‘([s, l]))Ip(l) = (X}) be t e embedding induce by contraction so that 
R:O-+A: is defin 
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Since y(O) = e = y = LyR’( e l y)( I), cu,*(e l y)uOy is well defined. Also, since y( 1) = 
e l h( y( 1)) = h( y( l))(O), R(y) is well defined. Since R is a composition of maps, it 
is continuous. Further, R(y)(O) = qde- y)(O) = ~(YUN) E p-‘(I% ?I) and JWU) = 
~(Yu)Nl)=w~ so R(y) E A i. It is easy to see that RI ,\: = id so A .1_ is a retract of 
0 and hence, an ANR. This completes the proof of (f). Finally, (g) follows from 
(e) and (f) since a continuum is an AR if and only if it is an ANR and n-connected 
for all n [lo]. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Cl 
We have the following corollaries. 
3. orollary. If either p-‘(t) or A, has one of the properties (a) through (g) in 
Theorem 3.1, then so does the other. 
roof. The same arguments apply to p - ‘( t ) and A,. Cl 
3.5. Corollary. If p-‘( s) has one of the properties (a) through (d) in Theorem 3.1, 
then so does p-‘(t) for all t > s. 
Proof. If p-‘(s) has one of these properties, then so does A, by Corollary 3.4. Let 
t 2 s and choose rE (0, l] such that e,(p) = P(r) E p-‘(t) for all p E A,. Since 
e, : A, + p-‘(t) is a proper, monotone map, it preserves each of these properties. Cl 
Properties (a) and (b) in Corollary 3.5 were obtained by Petrus [18]. 
3.6. Corollary. Each of the p:-operties (a) through (d) in Theorem 3.1 are Whitney 
properties. 
roof. This follows from Corollary 3.5 with s = 0. Cl 
Properties (a) and (b) in Corollary 3.6 were obtained by Nadler [16], (c) by 
Kelley [12], and (d) by Eberhart and Nadler [8]. Petrus [19] has shown that 
properties (e), (f), and (g) of Theorem 3.1 are not, in general, Whitney properties. 
However, it was shown in [ 151 that (f) and (g) are Whitney properties for the class 
of l-dimensional continua. 
To prove Theorem 3.2, we will need the following special case of Torunczyk’s 
characterization of Q-manifolds [20] where Q is the Hilbert cube. 
3.7. eorem 1201. Let Y be a compact ANR. If for each E > 0, there exists mappings 
J g : Y + Y such that dist( j(y), y) < E, dist(g(y), y) < E for all y E Y, and f( Y) n 
g( Y) = 8, then Y is a Q-manifold. 
We will also need the following lemma but we must first introduce some notation. 
If j:X+ X is a map, then it induces maps -9: C( ) &fined by 
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f(K)={f(x)lx~K} and j:T(X)+T(X) defined by ~(cu)={~(a(r))lr~[O, 11). 
Furthermore, if’ E > 0 and dist(f(x), x) < E for each x E X, then dist(& K), K) < E 
for all K E C(X) and dist(f( a), (u) < E for al! Q! E T(X). In addition, if two spaces 
X, Y are homeomorphic, we will write X = Y; if they are homotopically equivalent, 
we will write X - Y. 
3.8. mma. If X is an ANR continuum, then A,(X) = A0 is a Q-manifold; in fact, 
A,-XxQ. 
The proof is done in the following cases: 
Case 1. X does not admit an open embedding of [0, 1). It is routine to verify that 
for every E > 0, there exists a finite family of homotopies {hi 1 i = 1,2, . . . , n} of X 
such that: 
(I) hilxx(o~ = id for each i; 
(2) diam( { hi(x, t) 1 t E [0, 11)) < E for each i and each x E X; 
(3) each x E X is moved by some hi (i.e. there existsj and s such that hj(x, s) # x); 
(4) each hi is supported on a set of diameter less than 2~. 
Let E > 0 and find homotopies {hi I i = 1,. . . , n} satisfying (1) through (4) above. 
For each xEX and i=l,..., n, { hi( x, s) IO s s s 1) is a path of diameter less than 
E, and for some j, is nondegenerate by (3). If a_,i denotes the order arc induced by 
the ith path, then it has diameter less than E, and for some j, is nondegenerate. Let 
c^( x,$E) denote the order arc induced by convex growth from x to (y [ dist( x, y ) s 4~). 
It is easy to see that if p, ‘y E A,, then (I! pco,.i # c^( y(O), $) for any i (since X does 
not admit an open embedding of [0, 1)). Hence, the following are distinct, nondegen- 
erate order arcs having diameter less than E: 
~p(o,,l~oq3(o,,2~0 l l l ~o~p(OLn and c^( y(O), &) 
for each p, y E A,. Define h, , h2: A,+ A, by 
and 
h2W = WO), GboP. 
Note that dist( hi{ /?a), p) < z for each p E A0 and i = 1,2. Furthermore, h,(p) f h2( y) 
for any p, y E A0 since each order arc differs at the bottom. Thus, h&A,) n h2( A,) = c3 
and so A0 is a Q-manifold by Theorem 3.7. 
Case 2. X contains exactly one point with open neighborhoods homeomorphic to 
[O,l). Let f:[O, 1)+X be an open e with f(O) = p. Let E > 0 an 
0 < S c E sufficiently small so that g : 
g(x)= II ;a), ifxEX-f([O, 6]), ifxEf([O, S 
satisfies dist( g(x), x) 
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as in Case 1 to the points of g(X). Let {hi 1 i = 1,. . . , n} be homotopies of X as in 
Case 1, a,, s ,.i the induced order arcs with Q(g( .v,,i( 0) = g(x) for each i, and ?(g( x), 4~ ) 
the convex order arcs where convex growth takes place in X. As in Case 1, for each 
X, _V E X, c^( g( x), $) and CY,(~,.~ uOq,, ,.,_zuo l l l ~)~a~(~),,, are distinct order arcs of 
diameter less than E. Define h, , h2 : A,-* & by: 
h,(P) = a,~fimw L‘ ~~,,pro,,.z~o l l = ~o~g,p,*,,,n wz(P )4&w ), 1) 
and 
h,(P) = c^(g~pw~, k~UoMbo~(gw), 1). 
Then, dist( /Ii(p), /3) < E for each p E _I, and i = 1,2, and A,( &) n h,( ‘40) = 0. By 
Theorem 3.7, & is a Q-manifold. 
Case 3. X admits open embeddings qf the form [0, 1) at distinct points p, q E X. 
Let Jd; : [0, 1) + X be the open embeddings with J,(O) = p, fz( 0) = q, and fi ([0, 1)) n 




if-uf X-(.fXP, WdiW, l))), 
f,(S), if xffi([O, S]) for i = 1,2, 
satisfies dist(g(x), x) < E for each x E X. Let q; be the order arc induced by &,51 
which starts at J(S) and ends at A([O, 61) (i.e. q;(O) =f,(S), q( 1) =A([O, 61) for 
i = 1, 2). Define h,, h,: A,+ A,, by 
WU=~(~)vOq-vo~l- and h,(P)=g’(P)u,a,~u,cu,;. . I .2 
Then, distd hi(p), fl) < E for each p E .I0 and i = 1,2. Furthermore, h,( &) n h2(&) = 
0. To see this, let /3, y E &. By definition, p E h,(P)(s) for some s < 1 (since p E (Y~,( 1 j) 
whereas ptih,(y)(s) for any s<l (since p~!g’(y)uu’y,~ and p~q,;(r) only if r=l). 
Thus, A,(P ) f h,( y ). By Theorem 3.7, -1, is a Q-manifold. These three cases complete 
the proof of the first statement in Lemma 3.8. To prove the second, note that since 
& is a Q-manifold, A, c= &xQ [4] and since exid:A,xQ+XxQ is a CE-map 
[ 141, it is a near homeomorphism [4]. Thus, Ilo= X x Q. 
roof of Theorem 3.2. Since X and Y are ANR continua, we have by Lemma 3.8 
that &(X)=XxQ and &(Y)=YxQ. If &(X)-A,(Y), then XxQ-YxQ 
and so X - Y. Conversely, suppose X - Y. Then, X x Q and Y x Q are homotopi- 
tally equivalent Q-manifolds and hence, are homeomorphic [4]. Thus, A,(X) = 
X x Q z Y X Q = A,( Y). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0 
In this section, we will study some shape and 
the spaces A: and p-‘( [s, t]). Our first result 
e : A i + p-‘([s, t]) is a shape equivalence. This is 
p-‘([s, fJ) dlrd p-l(t) have the same shape [ll]. 
,
homotopy relationships between 
shows that the evaluation map 
used to obtain Kato’s result that 
This, in turn, implies that C( 
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has trivial shape [13]. We complete the section with a number of corollaries 
concerning the contractibility of Whitney levels. 
. Theorem. The evaluation map e : A : + p-‘( [ s, t]) is a shape equivalence. 
Proof. We refer the reader to [3] for the notion of shape. We will define a shape 
map c^:p-‘([s, t])+A: such that e. c^=id and & e-id. Let X, be a sequence of 
Peano continua with X0 ,r+l~X,, and X=nX,,. Let /-2:C(X,)+[O,2] bea Whitney 
map extension of ~:C(X)+[O,I] [21] and let P,,=&(~,,,. For each nd, we 
will define a map & : C( X,) + T(X,) satisfying: 
(a) em 2,, = id; 
(b) for each m s n, &lccx,,,,: C(X,,,)+ T(X,,). 
We do this as follows: Let n E NJ be fixed and let lr : C(X,,) x [0, l] + C(X,) be an 
increasing contraction. Define h’: (C(X,,_,) x (0, 1)) u (C(X,,) x [0, 11) + C(X,_,) 
by h’(K,O)=K, h’(K,l)={X,,) for each KEC(X,,_,) and h’(K,s)=h(K,s) for 
each (K, S)E C(X,,) x[O, 11. Since C(X,,_,) is an AR, h’ has an extension to 
C(X,_,) x [0, l]. This extension induces an increasing contraction h” of C(Xn_, f. 
Continue this process to C( Xl). We arrive at an increasing contraction h, : C( Xl) x 
[O,l]+C(X,) such that for all msn, h,& ,xIoll:C(Xm)~[O,l]+C(Xl) is ,,I 
increasing and there exists r, < 1 such that h,,( K, r,, j= {X,) for each K E C(X,). 
Let c, : C( Xl ) + r( X1 ) be the embedding induced by h,. Then, e l c, = id, c, ( K )( 1) = 
{Xl} for each K E C(X,) and if K E C(X,) for m c n, then {X”,}E c”(K). For each 
K E C(X,), define rK E [0, l] as follows: If k(K) s @({X,,}), then let rK E [0, l] 
satisfy ~(cn(K)(rK))=~({X,}). If fi(K)>&{X,,}), then let rK =O. Define 
&:C(X,)+UX,) by 6,(K)={c,z(K)(s)lO < s G r, }. Then, 2” satisfies (a) and (b). 
Claim. The sequence {c,,} dej’ines a shape map c^ : p -*([s, t]) + A t(X). 
Let A i(X) c U open in r( Xl). Then p-‘([s, t]) c e( U) which is open in C(X,). 
Choose E>O and N large so that At(X,)c U, V=&((s-e,t+e))ce(U), and 
&(V)e U for all n 2 IV. Then, p-‘([s, t]& V, V is open in C(X,) and for all 
n a N, &I v is homotopic to c^ ,,+, I v (via the attaching operation) with the entire 
homotopy taking place in U. This proves the claim. 
A similar argument shows & e mid, and since em c”=id, e:Ai(X)+p-‘([s, t]) is 
a shape equivalence. Cl 
.2. Corollary. The evaluation map e : A, + p-‘(t) is a shape equivalence. 
. The proof is the same as in Theorem 4.1. Cl 
ary [ll]. p-‘(t) and p-‘([s, t]) have the same shape for all ss t. 
roof. t a E A 4 and choose tcy E so that p(a( t,,)) = t. 
: by a!, r)={ff(z)~P-’ t,,Gs is a tr 
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“chops off” the bottom of the order arcs until the t-level. For each cy E A 1, we have 
H(LY, 0) = cy, H(IY, 1) E A, and for each (a, r) E A, x [0, 11, H( (Y, r) = cy. Thus, H is 
a strong deformation retraction of A : to A, so A: and A, have the same homotopy 
type. By Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, it follows that p-‘(t) and p-‘( is, t]) have 
the same shape. 0 
orollary [ 131. C( X ) has trivial shape. 
Use Corollary 4.3 with s = 0, t = 1. Cl 
At the end of this section we will give an example showing 
map e : Ao+ p-‘(O) = X need not be a homotopy equivalence. 
the following proposition: 
that the evaluation 
However, we have 
sition. 7he following statements are equivalent for all 
(a) e : Al, + c1_‘([s, t]) is a homotopy equivalence; 
(W P-‘(Is, tl) contracts in C(X); 
(c) e: Ai + p-‘([s, t]) has a right inverse. 
Proof. Suppose e : A : + F -‘([s, t 1) is a homotopy equivalence. 
ss t: 
Then there exists a 
mapg::- -I([:, t]) + A: and a homotopy h : I.c_‘([s, t]) x [0, l] + p-‘([s, t]) such that 
h(K,O)= K and h(K, l)=e=g(K). Define a contraction H:p-‘([s, t])x[O,l]+ 
C(X) by 
H( K, r) = 
h( K 24, ifO<rSl -3 
g(K)(2r-l), ifi<rGl. 
Then, H(K,O)=K, H(K,i)=h(K, l)=e*g(K)=g(K)(O), and H(K, l)= 
g( K)( 1) = {X}. Hence, (a) implies (b). To show (b) implies (c), let h : p-‘([s, t]) x 
[0, l]-, C(X) be an increasing contraction and we may assume h( K, 1) = (X} for 
each K E p -‘([s, t]). Then h induces an embedding cyh : p-‘( [ s, t]) + A:. By 
definition of LYE (see Section 2), cyl, is a right inverse for e. Finally, suppose 
g : rU_‘( [s, t]) + A: is a right inverse for e. Then, e l g = id and g l e - id via the 
attaching operation, Hence, e is a homotopy equivalence and this completes the 
proof of Proposition 4.5. Cl 
In [13] Kato gives an example showing 8(t) and p-‘([s, t]) need not have the 
same homotopy type and states that they do when X is a Peano continuum. More 
generally, we have the following: 
.6. corollary. If p-‘([s, t]) contracts in C(X), then p-‘(t) is a strong deformation 
retract of &[s, t]). 
By Proposition 4.5, e : A : + p-‘( [s, I]) has a right inverse g : Y_‘([s, t]) + A :. 
Let h : 1I I x [0, 1] -+ ‘4 : be a strong deformation retraction of A : to A, (Corollary 
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4.31.Define H:pwl([s, t])x[O, l]+p-‘([s, t])by H(K, r)=e- h(g(K), r).Itiseasy 
to check that H is the desired strong deformation retraction of @-I( [ s, t]) to 
p-‘(t). Cl 
4.7. Corollary. Let s S t. ij- p-‘([s, t]) contracts in 
contractible. 
p-!([O, t]), then p-!([s, ,]j is 
roof. Suppose p-‘([s, t]) contracts in p-‘([0, t])< It suffices to show that Ah is 
contractible by Proposition 4.5, and the fact that A : and A; have the same homotopy 
type (Corollary 4.3). Let h : p-‘([s, t]) x [0, l] + p-‘(CO, t]) be a contraction with 
h&O) = K and h(K, 1) = M fixed for each K E CL-‘([s, t]). As in Section 2, for 
each K E y-‘([s, t]), h(K, l ): [0, l]+ CL-‘([O, t]) induces a continuous family of 
order arcs which we denote by cu( K, r). Recall that e l a( K, r) = h( K, r) and 
cr(K,r)(l)=UZSr h(K,z). Define a deformation H:A:x[O, l]+At, by H(P,r)= 
4P(O), r)w-&Jo Then, H(P, 0) = 4P(O), O)M = P and H(P, 1) = o@(O), OuoPm 
Hence,e=H(p,l)=MforeachpEA:.Thus,H(Al,l)c{~EA~Ie*cu= 
is contractible via the attaching operation. We conclude that Ah is contractible as 
follows: Deform A; to AL using the truncation homotopy fined in Corollary 4.3, 
follow with H above, and finally contract {a! E Ah 1 e l a = 
orollary [ 191. Let X be contractible and to E [0, l] there exists a contraction 
x[O,l]+X such that p(h(K,s))s to for each ( s)+-‘(tJx[O, I], then 
p - ’ ( to) is contractible. 
roof. The above conditions imply p-‘( to) contracts in p-‘(10, to]). Hence, p-‘( to) 
is contractible by Corollary 4.7. Cl 
Let s =S t. p-l ([ s, t]) is contractible if and only if A : is contractible 
and /1.-‘([s, t]) contracts in C(X). 
roof. Follows directly from Proposition 4.5. Cl 
We now show Corollary 4.9 is as strong a result as possible by giving an example 
of a space X = p-‘(O) for which A, is contractible but C(X) (and hence X) is not. 
This example also shows that the evaluation map e: A,+ p-‘(O) = X nee 
a homotopy equivalence. 
xa e. Let p,=(O,l/n), qn=(O,-l/n) for each HEN and let p=(l,O), 
q = (- 1,O). .loin p and each p,, with straight line segments; do the sam 
q and also for q and each qn. Let X be the union of all these segments. C 
not contractible by the same argu 
space Y for which C( Y) is not 
and ~0, it is easy to see t 
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f:p-‘(t)+X with f(K)dC f or each K E p-‘(t). Let to>0 be fixed and let 
f: p-‘( to) + X be a selection. Using uniform radial expansion from f(K) to K for 
each K~p-‘(t~), we get a map g:p-‘(t&r(X) with g(K)(O)=f(K). Define 
h:A,+A, by h(a)=g= e(a)uoa. Let T:& + A,0 be the truncation map (the one- 
level of the truncation homotopy defined in Corollary 4.3). Then, To h = id and 
h l T - id so A0 and At,, have the same homotopy type. Since ct -‘( ga) is contractib!e, 
Proposition 4.5 implies At,, is contractible. Hence, A, is contractible. It follows that 
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